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9 H m  do you r e d  us . 
Help us make Computer News more useful to you 

C oznputer News is your magazine. We'd like to hear more about what you l ike about it - 
and what you don't. What can we do to make it a better publication? How can we serve 

your needs better? Please take a few minutes to fill out the survey below, fold where marked, 
and send to me by August 15. 

Your response is important, Please let us know how we can make Computer News an even more 
effective business tool for you. 

Thanks for your help, 

Jlhl 
Jim Colosi, Editor 

1. Which are? of Hewlett-Packard do you work in? 
Field: Or Factory: 

Commercial 0 Division 

Technical Group 

Personal 

q Instruments 

2. Where are  you located? 

[7 USA 

Europe 

Intercon 

3. How often do you read Computer News? 

Every issue 

q Occasionally 

[7 Almost never 

4. How do you usually read Computer News? 

Read it carefully 

[7 Read some sections and not others 

q Read it all briefly 

Just glance a t  it 

5 .  Please indicate the extent to which you use Computer 
Newsas a product information reference? 

[7 A constant reference 

[7 A frequent reference 

An occasional reference 

Not at  all 

6. Do you use the 6-month indexes? 

q Yes No 

7. Is the new "Factory Contacts" section useful to you? 

O Y e s  O N o  

8. What  do you look a t  first to get  up-to-date information 
on new products? Please rank the following sources of 
information on a five-point scale (1 is first and 5 is last). 

- TWX from Sales Center 

- Product newsletter from a division 

- Computer News 

- Division Newsletter 

- Memo from product manager 

9. How useful is the information you read in Computer 
News? Please rank the usefulness of each type of article 
on the five-point scale below. 

1 - extremely useful 
2 - very useful 
3 - somewhat useful 

4 - not very useful 
5 - insignificant 

- New Product Information 

- Application Stories 

- Competitive Information 

- Sales AidsILiterature 

- Obsolescence Announcements 

- Success Stories 

- Price Changes 

- Factory Contacts 

- Product Tutorial 



10. l'd like to  see more 

and less 

in Computer News. 

Other comments 

Flease call me  - I have more to say. 

My name is My number is 

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. Please detach this page and send it to me through Hewlett-Packard 
In tero f f ie  Mail. 

Staple 



 
 
 
 
 
 
HP Computer Museum 
www.hpmuseum.net 
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On the cover: 

Hewlett-Packard is committed to bar code solutions. This  
issue of Computer News features the newest member of our  
bar code family, the H P  92915A. In addition, you'll read 
about the  full range of H P  bar code solutions, including arti- 
cles on bar codes and printers, readers, standards, software, 
markets, and supplies. See stories beginning on page 26. 
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Marketing 

GENERAL 
New ad focuses on quality 
Bojana Fazarinc/BDG 

The second in a campaign of manufacturing ads Since quality is a big concern to both top management 
begins appearing this month in business management and implementers of manufacturing companies, this 
and manufacturing magazines. Focusing on quality, ad will appear in publications reaching both audi- 
the ad specifically discusses HP's QDM11000, plus our ences. It will run alternately with the Manufacturing 
measurement and test instruments, as part of our over Positioning ad through the third and fourth quarters. 
500 ways to bring the future to factories. Limited reprints are available from Helene Cranstoun, 
Leveraging HP's already strong reputation for quality 408-973-7641 or TELNET 1-125-7641. 
of our products, this ad is intended to increase aware- 
ness of HP's proven products to help other manufac- 
turers increase their quality. 
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Marketing 

International oil exhibition to be 
held in Stavanger, Norway 
Elisabeth Larssen/HP-Oslo 

Stavanger, Norway once again plays host, on August 
21 -24, to thousands of visitors intent on exploring the 
latest developments in offshore technology for north- 
ern waters. 

Drawn from all parts of the world, these guests will 
mingle with local oil industry personnel to view a wide 
range of advanced products and services on display at 
the Offshore Northern Seas (ONS) show. 

Uncertainties and innovation in the management of 
northern offshore resources provide the central 
themes for the 1984 meeting, which is expected to 
attract more than 1,000 participants. 

The offshore business is the target market for HP 
Norway, and we will participate in ONS with a 100 
square meter stand. We will present application soft- 
ware within our Offshore Productivity Network 

Content: Why sell HP-ASSIST? A discussion of HP- 
ASSIST's role in giving you a competitive 
advantage. 

How to sell HP-ASSIST. An example of a 
sales presentation on HP-ASSIST. 

Getting the Order. A description of a suc- 
cessful HP solution sale against another 
"major computer vendor." 

Length: 22 minutes, 20 seconds 

Format: U inch Umatic videocassette (For Internal 
Use Only) 

Release date: July 1 ,1984 

How to order: Order from Corporate Parts Center, PIN 
90997RZ. Transmit a HEART (COCHISE) 
1-2 order for 90997RZ. 

MAJOR ACCOUNTS 

"Selling HP-ASSIST" - 
a new videotape 
Ann Lawrence/CSD 

As part of the worldwide introduction of HP- 
ASSIST's application software implementation ser- 
vices introduction, a videotape on selling HP-ASSIST 
is now available. This tape, featuring Steve Jamison, 
District Manager from the Dallas, TX Area Applica- 
tion Engineering Center, is an excellent internal 
training tool on successful solution selling. Here is a 
brief summary of the tape's contents and how to order 
a copy. 
Title: Selling HP-ASSIST 

Audience: End-User Sales Representatives, Application 
Sales Representatives. Application 
Engineers 

Purpose: Provide an example of incorporating HP- 
ASSIST in the sales process. 

Changes to Office Automation 
Seminar dates 
Laurie Williams/SSC 

Due to facility scheduling, the dates of the Office 
Automation Seminars, held at Corporate in Palo Alto, 
have been changed to the following: 

Office Automation 

August 9-10 
October 11-12 
October 18-19 

For more information on MPN and Office Automation 
Seminars, see the ndajor Accountssection of'computer 
News, June 1,1984. 

If you have any questions or want to begin lining up 
prospects for future MPN or Office Automation Semi- 
nars, please contact Laurie Williams at 408-725-8111, 
ext. 4459 or TELNET 1-125-4459. 

COMPUTER NEWS 
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Mar ke-ting 

THIRD PARTY SoZutiom SeZZ Systems 
magazine available 

New reference pak simplifies Marilyn Rauchle/CMG 

software supplier products The Solutions Sell Systems magazine, developed as 

referencing documentation for the Third Party portion of the June 
21 Commercial Teleconference, is available in limited 

Marilyn Rauchle/CMG supply from the HP Literature Depot in Palo Alto. 

In order to simplify the paperwork involved in admit- 
ting a Listed Software Supplier's product to the 
Referenced category, the new HP Plus Reference Pak 
has been developed. These shrink-wrapped paks have 
been distributed in bulk shipments to all literature 
coordinators. Each pak contains a form letter with 
instructions to the Software Supplier, six customer 
evaluation forms, Addendum A, and seven business 
reply envelopes. 

This pak should be given to any Software Supplier 
who wishes to apply for Referenced status. The 
responsibility for sending evaluation forms to end users 
now rests with the ISVs. The instructions on the form 
ask for it to be returned within 10 days to expedite the 
referencing procedure. 

Please encourage your ISVs to become Referenced by 
using this handy pak. Additional paks can be ordered 
from the HP Literature Depot in Palo Alto, PIN 5953- 
9042. 

Ordering 35mm software 
supplier recruitment pitch 
Marilyn Rauchle/CMG 

In "35mm slide presentation now available for 
recruiting software suppliers" [ Computer News, June 
15, 19841, the part number for the slide presentation 
was omitted. To order the slide pitch and script, please 
submit an 1-2 HEART order to the Software Distribu- 
tion Center and reference the following: 

Part Number: 5957-4658 
Supplying Division: 5006 
Product Line: 59 
Price: Please advise 
Sales Force: 09 
Marketing Division: 50 

This magazine contains information on how to work 
with Third Parties in four vertical market areas: 
education, legal, retail distribution and financial ser- 
vices. Tips on market segmentation, size, prospecting 
and competition are included. 

All commercial SRs, field marketing and sales man- 
agement staff should have received a copy prior to the 
June 21 Teleconference. If you did not receive your 
copy, a limited number can be ordered by referring to 
PIN 5953-9045; reply cards for requesting further 
information from Third Parties mentioned in the pub- 
lication are included. .? 
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Personal Computers 

SERIES 100 
Introducing HP EasyDesk for 
the HP 150 
Moe Rubenzahl and Melanie ]ohnson/PSD 

HP EasyDesk is a new utility which gives HP 150 
users an easy way to send and receive files via HP 
DeskManager. It also gives users simple access to 
DeskManager's storage facilities. 

EasyDesk is not a program, but a set of DSNILink 
command files developed by PSD's Training Develop- 
ment Center. DSNILink, HP DeskManager, and an HP 
150 are needed to use EasyDesk; it is available to all 
HP 150 customers at no charge, through the HP field 
organization. 

HP EasyDesk is an excellent example of software 
integration techniques being developed at the Train- 
ing Development Center at PSD. The utility demon- 
strates the kind of extended functions that can be 
achieved using DSNILink command files. EasyDesk is 
easily modified to provide additional capabilities or to 
customize it for a customer's needs. 

With EasyDesk, you can: 

Mail any HP 150 file to another HP DeskManager 
user 

Move items between the HP 150 and DeskManager, 
for instance, copy an HP 150 file into the Work 
Area or copy a document from a file folder to the 
HP 150 disc 

Use any HP DeskManager command. 

A graphic display of what's happening, on-line help 
and screen-labeled function keys make EasyDesk 
exceptionally easy to use. 

EasyDesk provides automatic log-on to the HP 3000 
and DeskManager. It allows the user to exit to 
DeskManager, MPE, PAM (Personal Applications 
Manager), or to automatically log off. 

EasyDesk was demonstrated during the June 21 
teleconference and will be distributed during July. To 
receive a copy, send a message to HP DeskManager 
node "EasyDesk Request/HPDGOO/TR." In addition, 
customers can download EasyDesk from the Hewlett- 
Packard Forum on CompuServe, or order the 
EasyDesk disc from the INTEREX Series 100 Con- 
tributed Software Library. 

ThinkJet printer availability 
Erin Greene/VCD 

The ThinkJet printer has gotten off to a tremendous 
start, with record orders and the order rate climbing 
dramatically. Production has been good, but demand 
even better. 

Because of the high demand, ThinkJet printer ship- 
ments are on allocation. In some respects, this is an 
indication of the success of the product, and you will 
be seeing shipments rise to even higher levels. 
Allocating shipments will probably continue for the 
next couple of quarters. The best thing you can do for 
your customers is to place their orders as soon as 
possible. Orders are being filled on a first-come-first- 
served basis, so the sooner a customer places an order, 
the sooner they'll receive the product. 

I J u l y  15, 1984 
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Technical Computers 

"HP 1000 Trade-up Program" 
- a golden opportunity to 
upgrade 
Sulu Hegde-Rai/DSD 

Data Systems Division, in conjunction with a number 
of HP peripheral divisions, is offering an all new 120- 
day special HP 1000 Trade-up Program which is truly 
exciting. Starting July 1, 1984, and ending October 
31,1984, the HP 1000 Trade-up Program offers 
excellent dollar incentives to make the transition from 
existing HP EIF-Series processors to the HP A-Series 
A900 systems very attractive financially. 

Your customer could receive more than $30,000 in 
extra credits for an upgrade, depending on the system 
configuration purchased. Moving to the A-Series 
could mean monthly maintenance costs are reduced 
by half when compared to the customer's existing 
EIF-Series system. And to make this an offer that 
cannot be refused, we will give The Portable, one for 
every system upgraded - free - to all your 
customers that make the transition. 
Watch for sales training manuals, flyers, and ads giv- 
ing more in-depth information on the HP 1000 Trade- 
up Program features and restrictions. 

Our installed base of 28,500 EIF-Series computers 
gives you a golden opportunity. 

Paper cups hold water with 
PMC/l000 
Bob Bessin/SMC 

Background: James River Corporation is a Fortune 
500 company engaged in the manufacture of paper 
and plastic products. One of their plants is located in 
Lexington, KY, and produces a variety of sizes of 
paper cups. PMC11000 is being used at this facility for 
process monitoring and facility management. The SR 
involved, Tony Dicairano, sold over $200,000 of HP 
equipment as a result of PMC, and has the potential 
for follow-on sales at a number of other James River 
plants. 

The process: The raw materials for the plant are 
rolls of paper. Rolls are first cut into pieces by slitting 
machines. Then, cup machines use the paper to form 
paper cups. 

The newly created cups are sent to one of six printing 
machines. The cups are imprinted with a variety of 
messages or logos. Printed cups are sent to packing 
machines, where they are placed into cartons, stored 
in an adjacent warehouse, and transported by truck 
around the country. 

The sales situation: James River wanted to 
upgrade their ability to understand this process. They 
needed an automated system to help them in the 
following areas: 

Regulate fans and compressors that control tem- 
perature, humidity and air flow. 

Use the temperature, humidity and air flow data to 
correlate these variables to machine productivity. 

Count cup production and paper usage to determine 
reasons for wastage, spoilage and as a vendor 
check. 

Control cup machines. f-l 
Provide information to an MMl3000 materials 
management system. Actual process values from 
PMC are used to schedule the next production run 
and for material balancing on the line. 

Why PMC was chosen: Perhaps the most impor- 
tant reason for James River using PMC is that 
Hewlett-Packard sold their management on MPN. 

But the high level approach would have been futile if 
the product features and implementation were not 
adequate. PMC has the needed features. According to 
James River, the key advantages of PMC as a product 
were: 

PMC has the required ability to monitor and control 
the process, plus it has the customizability James 
River needed to add special features. 

PMC had excellent pricelperformance for the 
application. PMC was much cheaper than if James 
River were to write it themselves, and also less 
expensive than the Third Party solutions offered 
with IBM and DEC computers. 

PMC was a total, one vendor solution. This factor 
was especially important in that James River 
needed to transfer the solution developed at Lex- 
ington to other sites in Arkansas and South 
Carolina. Total HP support was necessary to pro- ,*-) 

vide the confidence that each additional application 
would be supported as completely as the first. 
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Technical Computers 

Implementation and ongoing support were coordi- 
nated very well. Even though the sale was made in 
White Plains, CSR support at the Lexington site 
was handled with great skill by Bob Karasek. This 
level of support was a key to making the implemen- 
tation a success. 

The application: The HP solution for James River 
consisted of an HP 1000 with PMC software con- 
nected via a fiber optic HP-IB link to an HP 2250. The 
first application implemented was facilities monitor- 
ing. Temperature, humidity and air flow sensors were 
installed and connected to PMC. 

The facilities measurements are used in two ways. 
First, this data is used by engineers as an analysis 
tool. Using the historian feature of PMC, environmen- 
tal parameters are called up and correlated with ma- 
chine productivity. The relationship between machine 
effectiveness and the environment can then be under- 
stood and optimal conditions maintained for the best 
machine yield possible. 

The second use for facilities data is to do automatic 
control. Control not only improves the productivity of 
machines, but manages overhead such as power 
usage. PMC controls the fans and compressors at the 
plant to, for example, shut off fans in colder weather, 
after working hours, or during high power usage 
periods. 

James Rivkr found that PMC's usefulness extended 
well beyond facilities monitoring and control. PMC 
also monitors the number of paper cups produced and 
the linear feet of paper used. Engineers can examine 
historical data very easily and determine where waste 
is occurring, or if a vendor is supplying the amount or 
quality of paper James River was expecting. 

PMC will be expanding in the near future to the 
supervision of the cup packing machines. This 
application will use the HP link to the Allen-Bradley 
Data Highway, PCIF/1000, to interface to A-B pro- 
grammable controllers (PCs), rather than the HP 
2250. PCs are designed for machine control, and with 
the connection to PMC, information such as volume of 
production can be sent from the PCs to the system, 
and commands such as changing from one type of 
packaging to another can be sent to the PCs. 

Finally, PMC is connected to an HP 3000 running 
MMl3000 via a Distributed System (DS) connection. 
The HP 3000 determines the weekly production run 
schedules for the plant. Actual production data is sent 
to the 3000 from PMC to update production status 
automatically for inclusion into the scheduling cycle. 
The 3000 is also used to track maintenance and ma- 
chine downtime. 

Competition: James River looked at two other ven- 
dors besides HP. IBM and DEC could only offer Third 
Party software, which meant a multi-vendor solution. 
This solution was unacceptable for support purposes. 
DEC was also eliminated because their solution was 
too expensive for the size of the application. The DEC 
system was VAX based, and offered no real-time 
capability. Most importantly, the DEC sales rep "did 
not take the time to get to know the application." 
James River did not find the expertise of CSR avail- 
able to them with DEC. 

Results: The basic system was implemented within a 
few months, and has been running with most of its 
phase 1 capabilities for the last two months. Origi- 
nally, the payback period for the system (the time it 
would take for the system to create the savings to pay 
for itself) was estimated at three years. Results from 
the first two months of operation indicate the true 
payback may occur within 1%-2 years. James River 
has experienced very few problems, all of which were 
resolved very quickly with local CSR support. One of 
the key advantages of off-the-shelf software such as 
PMC is that it has been tested in real applications and 
therefore has few bugs. 

James River has four other sites that will implement 
the same system if expected progress continues. The 
James River example shows how MPN can be sold and 
implemented successfully and how PMC can be an 
integral part of such a sale. 

July 15, 1984 
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Technical Computers 

Register early for HP 1000 
conference - save $100 
Dena Ste in /SSC 

Register before August 9 for the HP 1000 Technical 
Computer Conference in San Jose, CA, September 9- 
13, and save $100. 

INTEREX, the International Association of Hewlett- 
Packard Computer Users, the conference sponsor, 
announces that members pay a $300 registration fee 
until August 9 and $400 afterwards; the nonmember 
fee is $400 for early registration and $500 after 
August 9. 

A total of 44 papers will be presented, covering all 
aspects of HP 1000 computers - graphics, factory 
automation, PSI card programming, and networking. 
Sessions will be tape-recorded and cassettes will be 
available to registrants. There will also be tutorials on 
EDIT11000, RTE-A, code and data separation, and 
utility programs. 

Bring your customers to see HP's products in action. 

For more information, call the Conference Depart- 
ment at INTEREX, 415-941-9960. 

Also in this issue 

New ad focuses on quality 4 

FORTRAN 77 performance 
enhancements for HP Series 500 
Bruce Stowell/CLL 

Major changes to the FORTRAN compiler will pro- 
vide significant improvement in compile-time and 
run-time performance. These changes will be avail- 
able with release 4.0, scheduled for August 1, 1984. 

Compile-time enhancements 
Changes have been made to the compiler, the linker, 
and the library structure: critical code has been 
rewritten in assembly, compiler I10 has been 
improved, some procedures have been converted to 
in-line code, and libraries have been reduced in size. 
These changes are expected to improve compiler per- 
formance from 40 to 100% and linker performance 
from 40 to 50'81. 

Run-time enhancements 

Special case code is now generated for various 
arithmetic expressions. This new code is two to seven 
times faster than the code which is currently 
generated. 

A new intrinsic library has been created for REAL*4 
arithmetic. The new intrinsics are two times faster 
than those currently used. 

Literal formats are now processed at compile time and 
saved for use at run-time. Performance improvement 
will be substantial for programs which use formatted 
I10 inside DO loops. 

Performance measurements 
By release time we expect to publish figures for stan- 
dard benchmarks and for the compilation rate. 

For a preliminary indication, we timed a customer 
program designed to measure performance of format- 
ted, sequential access, file 110. This program showed a 
run-time performance improvement of 12696. 

Run-time performance is, of course, program- 
dependent, but most programs can expect improve- 
ment and in many cases this improvement will be 
significant. 
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Technical Computers 

Services available for HP 9000 
Model 217 
Rick Greer/FSD 

The HP 9000 Model 217 (9817) is a compact, medium 
priced ITF-package, MC68010-based computer which 
was introduced on July I ,  1984. It has six DIO slots, 
supports BASIC 3.0 and Pascal 3.0, and 18 localized 
ITF HP-HIL keyboards. 

The 9817 warranty is Type 2D. Services provided are 
the same as those provided in HP's "On-site Mainte- 
nance Service" (PMMC). This provides for 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. on-site coverage Monday through Friday, 
exclusive of HP holidays, and within HP defined Ser- 
vice Travel Areas. This service does notinclude 
installation. 

The HP 9817 needs no site preparation if the intended 
site is no more harsh than light industrial facilities - 
places suitable for full-time operating personnel with- 
out benefit of air conditioning or other protective 
measures. 

The customer will normally install the HP 9817, its 
peripherals, and accessories but HP will install the 
9817 at the customer's request. Installation and travel 
charges are at the customer's expense. 

BMMC, PMMC, and FMMC support services are 
available for the 9817 at very competitive prices. 

In addition, effective July 1, the HP Model 220 war- 
ranty changed from Type 3A (90 days, return-to-HP) 
to Type 2D (90 days, on-site). Products affected are 
the 9920A, 9920S, 9920T, and 9920U. 

HP-HIL - a new standard 
Miriam Flood/BDG 

The new Models 217 and 237 offer a new feature - 
the HP-Human Interface Link (HP-HIL). This new 
interface is designed for easy connection of human 
input devices to the Models 217 and 237 computers; it 
will also be available on future computers. Current 
HP-HIL devices are the HP 46020A keyboard and the 
HP 46060A mouse. 

What HP-IB did for standardizing instrument and 
peripheral connections, HP-HIL now does for human 
input devices. Right now nearly every computer on 
the market has its own unique keyboard which is not 
interchangeable with the next product. Not only does 
this divert a manufacturer's resources from other 
important projects, it also adds to the product's cost. It 
is much more expensive to design and manufacture 
several unique keyboards in smaller quantities than it 
is to manufacture a universal keyboard that will be 
compatible with many computers, in higher volumes. 
Differences in key board also compound software com- 
patibility problems. This same principle applies to 
other human input devices. 

Previously it was not cost-efficient to produce a 
keyboard in 18 localized versions, but the com- 
patibility of this keyboard with current and future 
products now makes it feasible to do so. This will give 
you a competitive edge when selling in foreign 
markets. The lower costs and leveraging of devices 
will also justify making future HP-HIL devices. 

Flexibility of configuration is another benefit to 
HP-HIL. Most HP-HIL devices have two connectors. 
One connects to the previous device, and the other is 
available for the next device, allowing simple daisy- 
chaining of devices onto the system bus. Customers 
can easily install the additional devices that suit their 
needs. 

As new products and human input devices are 
introduced, you will see HP-HIL become an HP 
standard. 

COMPUTER NEWS 
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HP EGS/200 upgrade includes 
enhancements 
Larry Dassow/EPD 

H P  EGS1200, the  highly successful computer artwork 
software package which runs  on Series 200 com- 
puters, has been updated. 

T h e  upgrade includes enhancements, such as  support 
of the  H P  7550 and 7586 plotters, but  is mainly 
designed to fix some bugs and shortcomings in release 
1.0. It can be installed by the  customer and comes 
with an installation note and several pages of revised 
manual text. T h e  factory-trained H P  EGSl200 Prod- 
uct Specialist in your area has a complete listing of the  
changes made in the update. 

Software release 1.05 has been shipping on customer 
orders since May 14. Customers who were on software 
update support as of that  date will be receiving a free 
copy of the  update from SDC within the  next few 
weeks. Customers who were not on the  appropriate 
support  on that  date may order the  update a s  PIN 
98305-17300 (3%" media) or as PIN 98305-17600 
(5'/1" media). List price is $1,000. HEART product 
line is 11 and HEART supplying entity is 4000. 

HP EGS/200 makes worldwide 
tour 
Debbie Feig/BDG 

T h e  HP EGS1200 cassette, a 40-minute information- 
packed technical training tape, has been distributed 
worldwide. 

Five hundred cassettes, targeted to the  02  field sales 
force, were mailed to a wide variety of recipients, 
including HP EGS1200 Product Specialists, Area 
Computer Managers, Area Sales Managers, Area 
Application Center Managers, District Technical Sales 
Managers, District Major Account Managers, and Dis- 
trict Applications Managers. 

If you did not receive a cassette, contact any of the  
above mentioned recipients, or order your own copy, 
free while supply lasts, through Colorado Marcom. 
Contact Sarah Moya, COMSYS 4000, and order EPD- 
Audio Tape  #101. Please be su re  to  include your 
re turn  address. 

Designed a s  a training alternative to reading the  siz- 
able amount of product literature you receive, this 
cassette directly parallels the  H P  EGSl200 Technical 
Data Brochure, PIN 5953-4658. Because the cassette 
features product capabilities, applications and 
benefits, you can get  briefed on the  pertinent infor- 
mation you need to help you optimize your 
productivity. 

HP Designlink provides 
CAD/CAM integration 
Michael Frey/BEO 

For Europe Only 
With the  latest version of HP  Designlink (Rev. 4.0), 
your HP-DRAFT customer can link directly to Finite 
Element analysis (HP-FE) and NC Programming, so 
that  HP-DRAFT can now be the customer's first s tep  
towards an  integrated CADICAM solution. Such CADI 
CAM integration results in substantial time savings in 
FE  model generation and NC programming. 

H P  Designlink is a versatile linking package, which 
not only provides an  interface to HP-NC, but also to 
UCC-APT-based NC programming systems like 
EXAPT, TC-APT,  and so on. 

One of the  most powerful features of H P  Designlink is 
tha t  it reduces the  drawing information to the  
requirements of the  manufacturing or analysis pro- 
cess. I t  also checks for redundant information. 

H P  Designlink gives your customer: 

a saving in NC programming time of up to 50% 
NC source text formatted either for HP-NC or 
UCC-APT-based language 

a saving in FE  model generation time 

interactive graphics to make the system easy to use 

significant error reduction because the same data is 
used in all stages of design and manufacturing 

SRM capability. 

H P  Designlink also increases your orders for HP- 
DRAFT, HP-NC and HP-FE with the minimium of 
sales and support effort. 
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New accessories enhance HP's 
CAD solutions 
Bill Szmyd/FSD 

Also in this issue 

For North America Only Support for new disc format 
announced 

Two new CAD accessories are available to comple- 
23 

1 ment HP's CAD solutions - a CAD table and a moni- 
HP 293X printers supported on 

tor twivel (tilt and swivel base). The  CAD table. PIN the Shared Resource Manager 24 
1 97064A, provides a comfortable workplace for the 

designer, with a large tabletop and a 19-inch monitor 
twivel. The tabletop and twivel have electrically 
adjustable heights and can be manually positioned 
horizontally. The twivel allows the monitor to be 
rotated for the best viewing position. The table has 
shelves underneath for equipment storage, and an 
attractive wood-trimmed top makes it suitable for any 
office environment. 

The 19-inch monitor twivel is also available as a sepa- 
rate item, PIN 97063A. As a stand-alone item, the 
twivel can be attached to the bottom of the monitor 
and then placed on the work surface. The tilt and 
swivel action allows the monitor to be positioned a t  a 
comfortable viewing angle. 

Both items are available in North America only. The 
price for the table and twivel is $2,525 US list. The 
twivel alone is $195 US list. 

July 15, 1984 
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HP Toolset cuts program 
development time 
Marnie Grube/MPD 

"HP Toolset has cut  my team's development time 20 
to 25%," states project manager Steve Sartain. Steve 
and his team are  developing a run time service for 
applications here at  MPD (Manufacturing Produc- 
tivity Division). At the beginning of the coding phase, 
in November of last year, team members used HP 
Toolset on a one month trial basis. Although there was 
some initial resistance to learning to do their jobs in a 
new way, all team members liked the product and 
jointly decided to use HP Toolset's integrated pro- 
gram development environment. Now, eight months 
later, the  first phase of the project is nearing comple- 
tion and team members say they "have found HP 
Toolset to be an invaluable development aid." They 
have written 25,000 lines of Pascal code (an average 
of 800 lines per engineer month) and have used the 
majority of HP Toolset's features. Their  favorite is 
symbolic debug. Team members agree that symbolic 
debug has cut  their debugging time more than 50011. In 
fact, they find H P  Toolset's symbolic debug so easy to 
use that they wish it were available for debugging the 
portions of their code that must be written in SPL. 
Steve makes the analogy that  going back to using 
MPE debug is like going back to a Model-T after hav- 
ing had an Indy 500 race car. Team members also 
found the integrated editor and on-line listing 
features very beneficial. H P  Toolset's full screen edi- 
tor facilitates writing compact code, and the on-line 
listing capability makes isolating errors in a section of 
code much easier and quicker. 

Your COBOL and Pascal customers can achieve simi- 
lar savings by using H P  Toolset for program develop- 
ment. For further benefits, H P  Toolset has a hookup 

to HP Dictionary/3000 that  allows automatic source 
code generation of COBOL and Pascal data declara- 
tions from information stored in the dictionary. Help 
your customers be successful by selling HP Toolset 
along with each COBOL and Pascal compiler. With 20 
to 25%) development time reductions, HP Toolset more 
than pays for itself. 

HP-IB extender support for the 
HP 2688A printer on HP 3000s 
Adrienne Kelly/CS Y 

T h e  HP 37203A HP-IB extender, with Option 010, for 
the HP 2688A page printer is now supported on the 
HP 3000. This  product increases the number of 
2688A page printers supported on H P  3000 systems. 
I t  also significantly increases the distance that  the 
2688A can be from the processor, making printed out- 
put more easily accessible to end users in an office 
environment. With the HP-IB extender, the 2688A 
can now be placed up to 250 meters from the HP 

Z? 

3000. 

A dedicated GIC (General 110 Channel) is required 
for the HP-IB extender and this GIC is considered to 
be a "low-speed" GIC. (Note that when configured 
directly via HP-IB, the 2688A is on a "high speed" 
GIC.) 

System support 
T h e  2688A will be supported using HP-IB extenders 
on the HP 3000 Series 39/40/42/44/48/64/68 con- 
figured with a t  least MM byte of memory. Extenders 
are not supported on the Series 30133 or the Series I11 
111. T h e  following chart  summarizes the number of 
2688As supported on systems with and without 
extenders: 

Without With at least 
HP-IB FIP-IB 

extender extender 
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Up to two HP-IB extenders can be connected to a 
system, and each requires a dedicated GIC. No more 
than two 2688s can be connected to a single HP-IB 
extender and there can be no more than three 2688s 
connected to the extenders attached to the system. 
Note that Option 010 is requiredfor HP 3000 support. 
The 2688A is the only device supported on the HP-IB 
extender. 

HP-IB extenders may be used with the 2688A on any 
39/40/42/44/48/64/68 system running Q-delta-2 or a 
subsequent release of MPE. 

Availability 
The 37203A with Option 010 may be ordered 
immediately from South Queensferry Division. You 
may contact SQD directly (COMSYS 1400) for a quote 
on availability. A single extender has a list price of 
$1,285, and the product must be ordered in pairs (a 
pair of extenders constitutes the single connection 
path for a 2688A printer). Option 010 has a US list 
price of $55. 

Rent an HP Series 40R, 42R, 
or 48R 
Hal Eubanks/FRD 

In response to your requests, Finance and Remarket- 
ing Division (FRD) is now offering the HP Series 40R, 
42R, and 48R Systems for rent. These systems com- 
plement the HP Series 44R rental announced April 
16. The 4XR rental products, combined with the cur- 
rent HP Series 30R, 33R, and IIIR Systems, provide a 
powerful broad range of products eligible for rent. 

I 

These systems should be appealing to your major 
accounts as well as smaller accounts, and first time 
HP customers. Major accounts will rent to offload 
existing systems, develop software, and benchmark 
new releases. Some departments will rent because 
they do not have the capital budget available to 
purchase immediately. Smaller accounts and first time 
HP customers will rent to "try before buying" and for 

financial reasons (for example, no down payment, 
protecting their line of credit, off balance sheet 
financing, and so on). 

Rentals shoul'd be especially attractive to customers as 
they approach the end of their fiscal year and capital 
budget money becomes scarce. These systems are 
functionally equivalent to new equipment. One low 
rental rate includes installation, freight, SMMC, 
insurance, property tax, and quick delivery. HP soft- 
ware is also available for rent with these systems. 
Each system carries 100% quota and 75% commission 
of full list at time of order. 

For more information, please contact your FRD 
Market Development representative today. 

FINANCIALS 
HP Pay and HP Pay-ASSIST 
now separate products 
Martha Linenburger/FSO 

For North A tnerica Only 

HP Pay software and HP Pay-ASSIST implementation 
are now on the price list as separate products, effec- 
tive July 1. Prices for HP Pay software and HP Pay- 
ASSIST are as follows: 

US list 
Product P/N price 

HP Pay 32296A $16,000 
(Includes one year 
of tax updates) 

HP Pay Right-to-copy 32296MlR 11,200 
(Includes one year 
of tax updates) 

HP Pay-ASSIST 
Customer Application 32296A + 
Analysis 61A 1,800 
Implementation Team 32296A + 
Training 63A 1,500 
Project Implementation 32296A + 
Assistance 65A 3.400 

COMPUTER NEWS 
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Why we unbundled 
HP Pay software and ASSIST unbundling is in 
response to your message that  the software "appeared 
too expensive" to customers on first glance. Now you 
can easily present cost components in a way that  is 
understandable to your customers. 

Sell a total solution 
Does this mean that  you should sell HP  Pay without 
ASSIST? 

No! Payroll is one of your customer's most critical 
applications. It 's important that  implementation goes 
smoothly. H P  Pay-ASSIST is key to the success of 
your customer. 

Bottom line - the customer still pays for both soft- 
ware and implementation assistance. T h e  product 
"looks" inexpensive to the customer, providing you 
with a win situation. 

Who our customers are 
W e  have now gained enough experience selling 
H P  Pay to profile good target customers. 

H P  Pay customers represent many diverse 
industries. 

HP Pay is best-suited for medium-sized customers 
or divisions of major accounts in a distributed pro- 
cessing environment. 

47% of our customers have annual sales revenues 
of greater than $30 million. 

Product price, comprehensive feature se t  and 
system performance all point toward the  
medium-sized customer and divisions of major 
accounts. 

Customers are looking for integrated solutions. 

78% of H P  Pay customers are also using either 
GAl3000 or HP Financial Accounting. 

21% of HP Pay customers are using both H P  
Financial Accounting and H P  MMl3000. 

Single vendor solution is the number one reason men- 
tioned when customers are  asked why they chose HP 
Pay over the competition. An integrated HPFAIHP 
Pay solution is one of your greatest strengths. Use it 
to leverage more hardware sales through application 
selling. 

47% of our customers are  in manufacturing. 

53%) of our customers represent other industries HOW to order HP Pay-ASSIST 
including services, publishing, non-profit, and 
distribution. 

Chris Cockill/CSD 

H P  Pay customers represent a diversity of applica- T h e  recent "unbundling" of HP Pay software and 
tion complexity including daily timecards, union HP-ASSIST will have several changes in how to order 
pension plans, special accruals, tailored check for- the HP Pay-ASSIST services. Effective July 1, those 
mats and multi-state taxes. HP Pay-ASSIST services will be sold as  Customer 

Obviously, H P  Pay can't meet the needs of all Application Analysis, Implementation Team Training, 

customers in all industries. Customer needs must and Project Implementation Assistance. 

be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Special prod- T h e  Customer Application Analysis (CAA) continues 
uct needs which HP Pay does not currently accom- to be an essential first step to a successful application 
modate include complex pension plan calculations, solution. Oftentimes, poor implementations can be 
tip allocations, W2P reporting, and complex vacation directly attributed to skipping the written analysis of 
accruals. a customer's requirements which clearly sets expecta- 

tions, defines responsibilities, and evaluates the 
application fit. T h e  CAA, I T T  and PIA have been 
priced based on field inputs, data, and average deliv- 
ery times for these services. 
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These products will follow the same numbering 
scheme as  other HP-ASSIST services and can be 
ordered as  follows: 

Service P/N Price 

Customer Application Analysis (CAA) 32296A + 
61A $1,800 

Implementation Team Training (ITT) 32296A + 
63A 1,500 

Project Implementation Assistance (PIA) 32296A + 
65A 3,400 

T h e  HP Pay-ASSIST services, therefore, sum to 
$6,700, only 42% of the software price. If you and 
your customer determine that implementation assis- 
tance is needed beyond the  scope of the product, addi- 
tional PIA unit(s) priced at  $1,000 may be ordered 
using 32296A + 652. These units have been included 
as part of HP-ASSIST products to give you and your 
customers more flexibility in addressing specific 
implementation needs. However, it is anticipated that 
the CAA, ITT,  and PIA will cover most implementa- 
tions. Your local CSR should be able to help answer 
any questions you or your customer may have regard- 
ing their payroll implementation. 

Collectively, H P  Pay-ASSIST services (CAA, ITT,  
and PIA) will help ensure the success of your 
customer in implementing a total payroll solution 
effectively and efficiently. Th i s  means greater 
customer satisfaction as well a s  additional sales. 

HP Pay Customer Profile 
#0000004 
Martha Linenburger/FSO 

I 

Business type: Distributor of nuclear medicine 

Geographic location: Southern California 
I Size: $50 million in sales during 1983 

Reasons for purchasing HP Pay: 
Ability to pass complex allocations to H P  General 
Ledger. 

Ability to easily handle daily time card entries. 

Payroll proof report for review of checks prior to 
printing eliminates many of the mistakes made 
with their previous system. 

Flexibility provided by H P  Pay's tables means the 
system can be changed quickly without a lot of 
programming. 

Report writer for user-defined reports. T h e  
customer requires a lot of specialized reports. T h e  
HP Pay report writer makes this possible. 

One vendor solution. T h e  customer wants one con- 
tact who can respond to all problems. 

Application of HP Pay: In addition to H P  Pay, the 
customer purchased H P  Financial Accounting, HP 
Word, an H P  3000 Series 48, four disc drives, 4 5  ter- 
minals and one tape drive. 

T h e  flexibility provided by HP Pay allowed the 
customer to design his organizational structure so that 
labor costs can be distributed properly to HP General 
Ledger. In the future, the customer intends to use HP 
Pay for job costing. 

Previous system: Nixdorf hardware with in-house 
developed software 

Implementation time: In progress 

Why the co:mpetition lost to HP Pay: Competition 
was IBM and third party software. 

IBM could not provide the customer with a third party 
solution which offers comparable features to those of 
HP Pay a t  a comparable price. 

T h e  customer felt that IBM did not analyze the needs 
of the  customer, and did not display a willingness to 
really understand the  customer's business. 

HP Field Team: 
HP SR: Laurie Frick 

HP CSR: Mark Feiner 

For additional information on this customer, please 
contact Martha Linenburger at FSO, 408-263-7500, 
ext. 5049.  
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Improved release of HPFA 
available 
Mike Tupper/A PO 

T h e  end of June  saw the  results of more than 30  man- 
years of work when the Boeblingen Administrative 
Products Operation announced the  second release of 
HPFA. This  new release brings you improvements in 
quality and performance a s  well as a number of new 
enhancements. 

Quality 
Our labs put  a total of five man-years into QA testing 
in order to reach a level of 0.6 bugs per 10,000 lines of 
code. T h e  result compares extremely well to that  of 
competitive Japanese companies who still have a long 
way to g o  to reach their 0.7 goal. 

Performance 
T h e  new release is substantially faster than i ts  pre- 
decessor. Some batch jobs have been eliminated and 
replaced with on-line transactions, while the  existing 
batch throughput has been considerably improved. 

Enhancements 
Over 130 enhancements are  included into the soft- 
ware. Many of these were initiated from customer 
requests tha t  have been received since the  introduc- 
tion of HPFA. Major improvements include: 

Greater flexibility in matching open items to 
payments 

Volume editing payment proposals 

Reduced data ent ry  time 

Enhanced reporting capabilities that  include the  
ability to print multiple copies of reports and laser 
printer support 

Direct update of HPGL for HPAP and HPAR, 
reducing the  number of batch jobs required in the 
normal accounting cycle and hence improving 
system resource utilization 

Standard interface to HP MM 3000. 

Services 
Because of quick, automatic installation procedures, 
the  previous installation time of twelve hours has now 
been reduced to four. 

From the  very first shipment, all customers receive 
new editions of the manuals and comprehensive 
updates to the  training material. As localization is 
made, this vastly improved HPFA package will 
become available to all other countries. 

This  second release makes the HPFA package a more 
versatile and easier product for you to sell. 

Also in this issue 

X.25 helps Barber Steamship 
track freight worldwide 
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OFFICE SYSTEMS 
HP Word demonstration pack now available 
Jo Naylor/OPD 

HP Word now has a professional demonstration pack 
which is designed to introduce new customers to the 
product's capabilities. 

The pack contains: 

A magnetic tape containing all the demonstration 
files 

Sample printout from a variety of printers includ- 
ing the HP 2688 laser printer 

"Prompt" cards to highlight the keystrokes 
required to perform an operation 

A "working" document on which the demon- 
stration is based 

Data sheets 

Helpful HP Word information. 

w 

The pack will save the sales force and field support 
organizations valuable time as we will now be able to 
use this demo of HP Word across offices. This 
introductory demonstration of the product takes about 
15 to 20 minutes. We will be supplementing this pack 
with a full-feature sub-section shortly. 

This pack is the first of a number of demonstrations to 
come from OPD in the next six months, and each will 
be packaged in the same way to allow each sales 
center to present Hewlett-Packard's Interactive Of- 
fice in a professional and integrated way. 

The HP Word pack costs $150. 

Orde r ing  information : 

I2 HEARTICOCHISE order with ID code 35 
quoting price of $150. 

Do not use M01 or M02 codes; override will have 
to be used, as foIlows: 

P /N 32120 - 90109 
Supp ly  Division 1600 
Market ing  Division 1600 
Sales Force code  02  
P roduc t  l i ne  85  

This professionally-packaged demonstration allows us 
to introduce new customers to the product in a posi- 
tive and competitive manner. It is also ideal for quick 
demonstrations where there is little time for prepara- 
tion or for showing a customer HP Word's charac- 
teristics without spending time on a detailed demo. 
(Therefore, it is also ideal for exhibitions.) 

July 15, 1984 
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Free dictionaries part of 
HP Spell campaign 
Stephen Wrigh t/OPD 

One thousand American Heritagedictionaries are to 
be distributed to the H P  sales force by Houghton 
Mifflin a s  part of a drive to bring the benefits of H P  
Spell to the attention of current  H P  3000 users. 

HP Spell not only checks typing and spelling errors 
but also makes it easy to make corrections quickly. 
This has made it a natural extension to many H P  3000 
systems because by helping secretaries using HP 
Word, documentation groups using H P  TDP, and pro- 

DISTRIBUTION 
HP SFD/3000 customer profile: 
paper products distributor 
Lou Stover/IRO 

This  well-established paper products company, 
located in Ohio, purchased SFDl3000 (System for Dis- 
tributors) in February, 1984, and implementation was 
completed July 1. With $20 million in annual sales, 
the  company has 100 employees and processes 350 
orders Der dav. 

grammers using ASCII files, HP Spell can help almost Business solved: ~h~~ needed a system 
any HP 3000 user do a better job faster. to handle their order entry,  inventory management 

l 
and complex pricing schemes. 

Previous system: They had been using an H P  3000 
system and were unsuccessfully implementing third 
Dartv custom software when thev learned of SFDI 
3000 through the ASR's direct ;ailing program last 
November. 

Competition: T h e  customer had contracted a third 
party supplier to develop a product that happened to 

rS 
be somewhat similar to SFDl3000, but the contractor 
was seriously behind schedule. Purchase of SFDl3000 

A new H P  Spell flyer has been produced as part of a not only offered many more features but also saved 
new campaign and this will be sent to H P  users this customer two years of development time, a t  a 
throughout the USA and UK during July 1984 to fraction of the cost. 
bring their attention to HP Spell and what it can do 
for them. T h e  flyer part number is 5953-8273. Reasons for purchasing SFD/3000: T h e  

customer liked HP's philosophies and found that  HP's 
In addition to sending customers full details of H P  future  direction was in parallel with their plans. With 
Spell, full information packs will be sent  to salesmen. a 90% fit, the customer decided they could not achieve 
Included in most of these packs will be an American their goals with any other software solution. In addi- 
Heritage dictionary from Houghton Mifflin, with tion, they realized that they were buylng not only a 
whom Hewlett-Packard has worked very closely to software package, but a business partner with whom 
create H P  Spell. they could grow. They believe that  IRO's continuing 
T h e  packs are designed to let the HP sales force know efforts to add features to the product will provide con- 
not only what sales aids are now available for H P  Spell tinued competitive advantages for them. 
and what has been sent to HP customers, but also ' 

what the  latest developments are in the  general area 
of word processing. 

T h e  packs should be arriving on your desks by the 
end of July. We will be mailing information to 

Configuration: H P  3000 Series 40, upgraded to 
Series 42. 

Implementation time: Five months. 

Buyer's position in the company: VP Operations 

customers towards the end of July so responses should Sales cycle: 45 days 
begin arriving around the beginning of August. 
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Other: This account is now being used as a reference Implementation time: Four months - the P.O. 
account for SFD-ASSIST. They were concerned about was placed in February, 1984, and they went live on 
its cost at the beginning, but now they realize that July 1. The SFDl3000 fit proved to be excellent, and 
SFD-ASSIST was key to their successful implementa- we've gained another reference account. 
tion in a reasonable amount of time and was an excel- 
lent investment for them. 

HP ASR: Max Adamczyk 

HP CSR: Bob Fontana 

If you would like to be successful at selling to the 
paper products distribution vertical market, remem- 
ber that there is a special paper products industry 
sales training manual (PIN 5953-75751, available 
from the Literature Distribution Center. 

For more information, contact Paul Sievers, Informa- 
tion Resources Operation sales support, in Englewood, 
CO, a t  D l  00 or 303-773-1  992. 

HP SFD/3000 customer profile: 
frozen food distributor 
Rebecca Derrington/IRO 

Located in Pennsylvania, this customer makes and 
distributes frozen pizza and pasta to school districts in 
30 states, processing about 50 orders per day. 

Previous system: IBM Series 1 and an Apple micro 

Business problem that was solved: They origi- 
nally called HP because they thought they had a 
manufacturing problem, but after spending an inten- 
sive three days with the customer evaluating their 
business needs, the sales team determined that the 
business requirement was order entry and inventory 
management. The sales team then developed an on- 
site demo that addressed the customer's highest 
priority business requirements, and had a signed 
order after a mere five-day sales cycle. 

Creativity was required to solve a complex accounting 
issue; that is, the schools receive free ingredients such 
as cheese and flour from the government, which they, 
in turn, deliver to this distributor. The cost of these 
ingredients is credited to the school. (As a commodity 
allowance, the cost is deducted from the total cost of 
the goods.) 

Competition: IBM and HP third party software 

Buyer's position in the company: VPIController 

Configuration: HP 3000 Series 40 

- 
The team: 
HP End-user Rep: Jack Calire 

HP ASR: Max Adamczyk 

HP CSR: Bob Fontana 

For more infiwmation, contact Paul Sievers, Informa- 
tion Resources Operation sales support, in Englewood, 
CO, a t  COMS Y S  code D l  00 ,  or 303-773-1 992. 

Creative bar code interface gets 
SFD/3000 order 
Paul Sievers,/IRO 

Here's an excellent example of a clever solution cre- 
ated in a sales office to get an order. A customer in 
Washington :state wanted both the SFDl3000 dis- 
tribution solution and bar code readers. John Reinert, 
SE in the Bellevue, WA, sales office, took an HP 
92911A Bar Code Reader, plugged it into the key- 
board port on an HP 2624 terminal, and then plugged 
the keyboard into the pod of the bar code reader. The 
terminal accepts data from the bar code reader as if it 
were data from the keyboard. John wrote what he 
says is a simple BASIC program for the HP 2934A 
printer that prints bar code labels. To take it one step 
further, he printed labels using the prospect's own 
part numbers. The customer was so impressed with 
the demonstration of SFDl3000 with the bar code 
reader and labels that the sales team got the order. 
John says solutions like this are common around his 
office. "We j ust do whatever is necessary to get the 
job done," he says. 

The distribution industry is a great application for bar 
code readers. For example, on the facility's receiving 
dock, the workers can enter the part number and the 
quantity for each item received, and print out the 
appropriate number of labels to be adhered to the 
products before putaway. Then the shipping depart- 
ment can use the bar code reader to scan the items 
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being shipped. This can considerably cut down the 
amount of time required to update inventory records. 

Both the bar code reader and preprinted bar code 
labels are available from HP CSO. 

Thanks and congratulations to John, Todd Rooney, 
SR, and Leslie Kennedy, SEDM, all from the Bellevue 
office. 

For a full report on Hewlett-Packard's bar code solu- 
tions, see stories beginning on page 26 of this issue of 
Computer News. 

For more information, contact Paul Sieuers, Informa- 
tion Resources Operation sales support, in Englewood, 
CO, a t  D l  00 ,  or 303-773-1 992. 

VERTICAL MARKETS 
Library automation sales 
literature available 
Chris EckhardtKMG 

Sales literature targeted specifically for the library 
market is now available. The package includes an HP 
Library Automation folder and data sheets. The infor- 
mation provides an overview of HP in the library 
market as well as data sheets which describe third 
party library management systems such as the 
Virginia Tech Library System and Electric Memory, 
Inc. Library System. Also included is a list of libraries 

using the HP 3000 and a library information form. 
You may also want to add literature on the HP 3000, 
HP 150, HP 2392A terminal, bar code readers, and of- 
fice automation products to the folder. 

To get copies of the folder and data sheets, order the 
following products from literature distribution. 

Description P/N 
HP library automation folder 5953-7650 
HP library automation products 5953-7649 

data sheet summary 
Library user list 5953-7623 
Library automation system 5953-7624 

information form 
VTLS data sheet 5953-7651 
EMILS/3000 data sheet 5953-7658 
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NETWORKS 
X.25 helps Barber Steamship 
track freight worldwide 
Doug McLean/IND 

Barber Steamship had a problem, how to track 20,000 
shipping containers it uses to move freight around the 
world on its 13 freight ships. As the containers them- 
selves cost several thousand dollars and often contain 
several million dollars worth of freight, having cur- 
rent and reliable data about each container is 
extremely important. The technical problem Barber 
faced was how to interface their Container Survey 
System running on an HP 3000 in New York to data 
collection terminals in 12 cities in the US and four 
ports overseas. The Container Survey System is criti- 
cal to the success of Barber's business as it tracks con- 
tainer contents, customer, ports of origin and destina- 
tion and current location. 

Because of the amount of data required and the dis- 
tances involved, dial-up lines were deemed impracti- 
cal and a network of point-to-point leased lines too 
expensive. Sharon Meltzer, Commecial SE in Manhat- 
tan, had just the solution Barber needed in HP's X.25 
product. Barber was able to connect their terminals to 
New York via an X.25 Public Data Network to which 
Barber also connected their HP 3000 using X.25 soft- 
ware (HP, 32191A). Barber chose to use GTE's 
Telenet Public Data Network (PDN) domestically, 
and the PDN in each of the foreign countries in which 
it does business. The 12 domestic Barber offices each 
dial into a local Telenet node which then transmits the 
data required about each container to the HP 3000 in 
New York. The overseas offices dial into their local 
Public Data Network, which transmits the data to 
Telenet which, in turn, transmits it to New York. 

The portion of the network that the user dials into is 
called a Packet Assembler/Disassembler or PAD (see 
diagram). It is the PAD'S job to take the data stream 
coming into the network from a user's terminal, 
packetize it, put a sequence number on it and address 
it to the destination node (New York in this case). 
When the data packet reaches New York, the X.25 
software running on the HP 3000 strips off the 
address, checks the sequence number, and passes the 

X 25 Network 
rTelenet1 

While this may sound like a complex way of moving 
data, it is extremely cost-effective as many users can 
use the network simultaneously and lower their 
individual data communication costs. Barber's Man- 
ager of Systems, Ken Moore, also likes not having to 
worry about managing a network of leased lines 
nationwide. Because Telenet charges are based on the 
amount of data actually transmitted, Barber only pays 
when they use the network. 

Moral: If you have a customer requiring cost effec- 
tive data communication between multiple HP 3000s 
or a single HP 3000 and a number of geographically 
separated terminals, HP's X.25 (HP 32191A) may be 
just the solution to guarantee your customer's 
success. 

MASS STORAGE 
Support for new disc format 
announced 
Kelly Hall/FSD 

In an effort to comply with emerging standards for 
the new 3.5" media, FSD will be implementing a new 
disc f0rmattin.g scheme. The new discs will work with 
all of our current disc drives with one exception - 
early HP 9121. disc drives. Those early drives need 
media that can be latched open in order to work prop- 
erly and the new media will not have that capability. 

I a data to the application program. 
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FSD is offering a free package (09816-88875) that 
allows customers with early drives to have them 
upgraded to take advantage of the new media. The 
customer will pay for the two boxes of 3.5" media 
included in the package and FSD will pay for the parts 
and labor necessary to upgrade one drive at the Field 
Repair Center, making the actual upgrade free. To get 
both drives upgraded, the customer must pay for four 
boxes of 3.5" media. 

Letters are being sent to the first 1000 HP 9816 
customers in an effort to contact the people who have 
an early version HP 9121 and need this upgrade 
package. Customers are told to contact their nearest 
Field Repair Center for information about ordering an 
09816-88875 upgrade. Those customers with on-site 
contracts should contact their local Sales Office for 
additional information. 

PRINTERS 
HP 293X printers supported on 
the Shared Resource Manager 
Greg Ware/VCD 

Do you have customers who wish that HP provided a 
medium-volume printer to operate as a shared periph- 
eral under the Shared Resource Manager? Good news! 
The HP 293X workstation printers are now supported 
as shared spooled devices on SRM workstations. 

The bar code and letter quality capabilities of the HP 
2933A and HP 2934A make a cost effective and flexi- 
ble addition to SRM environments where word pro- 
cessing, bar code, or multiple character fonts are 
required. For "plain vanilla" printing applications, the 
HP 2932A is a reliable lower-cost alternative. 

HP 7974A manufactured in If you are using an HP Series 200 or an HP 9845 
computer as a workstation in an SRM environment, it 

Europe is possible to dump raster graphics to an HP 293X 

Paul Le thbridge/CPB printer. Use the GSTORE command in BASIC to store 
your picture into an array and then place escape 

At the end of April, the first all-European HP 7974A sequences at appropriate places within the file to put 

tape drive was shipped from Bristol. the printer into raster graphics mode. 

The manufacturing of the 7974 drive complements 
the growing range of mass storage products which 
Bristol manufactures for sale in Europe. These now 
include the HP 7911,7912 and 7914 disc drives, the 
HP 7914ST, and of course the HP 7974. 

The focus in Europe is not only in manufacturing. We 
now have a full R&D and marketing team responsible 
for our mass storage products in Europe. So if you 
have any ideas as to how HP can better serve its Euro- 
pean customers, we would be pleased to hear them. 

Our COMSYS code is HPCGOOIXX. 

Workstation printer upgrade 
kits 
Chuck Wright/VCD 

Do customers want a different interface on their HP 
293X, HP 267X, or HP 26318 printers? Then an 
upgrade kit is the answer. They can save time in 
returns in some instances, and save complete printer 
replacement costs. 

Instructions for installation are included in the 
upgrade kits. The HP 267X kits can be installed by 
the customer, while the 263X and 293X kits should be 
installed by a CE. 
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Printer P/N Opt. Interface US 
price 

HP 2932A 29085A Std. RS-232C $150 
035 RS-422 f 5 0  
042 Centronics f 5 0  
046 HP-IB f 5 0  

HP 2933A 29086A Std. RS-232C $150 
or 033 Multipoint (1st Terminal) f 2 0 0  
HP 2934A 034 Multipoint (Nth Terminal) +200 

035 RS-422 +50 
039 Data Link f 2 0 0  
042 Centronics Compatible f 5 0  
046 HP-IB f 5 0  

HP 2671A 26710A Std. HP-IB $195 
040 RS-232C N/C 
042 Centronics N/C 
044 &Bit Parallel N/C 
048 HP-IL N/C 

HP 2671G 26710G Std. HP-IB 5295 
040 RS-232C N/C 
042 Centronics N/C 
044 8-Bit Parallel N/C 
048 HP-IL N/C 

HP 2673A 26730A Std. HP-IB $195 
040 RS-232C N/C 
042 Centronics N/C 
044 8-Bit Parallel N/C 

HP 2631B 26095B Std. RS-232C with Modem Cable $425 
010 Front Panel - Serial I/F f 1 2 5  
044 &Bit TTL -53 
046 HP-IB f 5 3  
050 Parallel Differential -68 
051 RS-232C Edge Connector f 6 8  
240 S/S for 264X f l l O  

Below is the ordering information for the upgrade 
kits. Only one interface can be resident in the printer 

HP 2685 laser print station 
at one time. There are no upgrade kits for the Think- restructured 
Jet printer. Order for the new type of interface Rich Suyehira/BOI 
desired. 

Ordering information : The HP 2685 laser print station has been restructured 
to simplify selling and ordering. All of the options that 
"deleteladd" peripherals have been removed from the 
July 1 Price :List. Options that only delete peripherals 
will remain. 'When a peripheral other than the stan- 
dard is required, you can delete the standard periph- 
eral by ordering the appropriate option, then order the 
preferred product from the normal supplying division 
as a separate item. This new structure will keep the 
number of options to a manageable level without hav- 
ing to add new options when new peripherals are 
introduced. 

In addition, new "controller" options have been added 
and will be a required option when ordering. Option 
339 specifies an HP 3000 Series 39 as the print station 
controller, and Option 340 specifies an HP Series 40 as 
the controller. ~ h e s e  are "no charge" options, but are 
necessary to determine which model controller is 
required for the print station. 

July 15, 1984 
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HP-IB extender support for the 
HP 2688A printer on HP 3000s 
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Networ ks/Peripherals 

HP printers do bar codes 
and more 
Gina Ferrari/SMC 

Both Vancouver and Boise Divisions have been busily 
involved in bar code printing. This  chart  gives you a 
quick description of the bar code features on HP 
printers. 

HP BAR CODE PRINTERS 

JC 
LOWER SPEEDS WHILE PRINTING BAR CODES (SEE DATA SHEETS) 
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Networ ks/PeripheraIs 

TERMINALS 
Announcing a high-performance 
bar code reader for HP 150, 
HP 2392A 
Francis Scarella/GPCD 

The HP 92915A Bar Code Reader, on the July CPL 
with first shipments in the fall, brings bar code read- 
ing capability to the HP 150 Personal Computer and 
new HP 2392A Display Terminal. It is simple, easy- 
to-use and easy-to-sell. 

How simple is it? 
Like the HP 92911A Bar Code Reader for most HP 
262X terminals and HP 125A Personal Computer, this 
new bar code reader is connected between the 
keyboard and the monitor. Bar code data is decoded 
and mapped to the keyboard layout so that the ter- 
minal (or personal computer) thinks the information 
is coming from the keyboard itself. This means that 
decoding is transparent to the software. There is no 
reprogramming to accept the data, there are no escape 
sequences to send, there are no lights to turn on or off 
and there are no bells to ring. A good read gets a 
hearty beep. 

What does "easy-to-use" mean? 
The reader comes with a single, sealed wand with a 
sapphire tip. .No dust can clog its opening. The wand, 
thanks to special circuitry, handles various code den- 
sities. The operator simply scans a bar code, and 
presto, gets a beep. Since the designers had access to 
the internals of the HP 150 and HP 2392A, perfor- 
mance was optimized to a spectacular degree. Bar 
code information appears on the screen in a flash. 

Tell us about the "easy-to sell" part. 
US list price. Customers are looking for a neat bar 
code solution for the HP 150. They will be surprised 
to learn that the reader sells for only $495. Of major 
significance is the fact that for $1,295 for the HP 
2392A terminal and $495 for the bar code reader, a 
full blown block mode CRT bar code workstation is 
available for under $1,800 

performance. The HP 92915A Bar Code Reader 
reads codes as fast as you can wand them. By setting a 
switch, you can select Code 3 of 9, Interleaved 2 of 5, 
Codabar (both USD-4 and the American Blood Com- 
mission version) and the retail codes UPCIEANIJAN. 

Market demand. Everybody's getting into bar 
codes. Libraries, blood banks, hospitals and manufac- 
turers are turning to bar codes because of their 
reliability, relatively low cost, easy implementation, 
proven success at the supermarket, and, in the US, 
because the Department of Defense requires its ven- 
dors to comply with bar code standards. You'll be 
proud to show the HP 92915A Bar Code Reader. It very 
well could lead you to a customer who would like to 
see what else HP offers - like computers, laser print- 
ers and factory data printers. 
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Literature. T h e  data sheet (PIN 5953-5950) and 
color flyer (PIN 5953-5953) will be arriving in sales 
offices this month. T h e  part number for the  Operating 
and Service Manual is 92915-90001. 

Get your office to order the  new HP 92915A Bar Code 
Reader now and use it to make your sales grow. 

Where can I get bar code sales support? 
It's simple. Take advantage of one-stop shopping and 
call your regional SMC engineer. This  person is 
backed up by product specialists who can in turn  con- 
sult the appropriate divisions when necessary. 

Connecting the HP 39800A 
(or 39801A) bar code reader 
to the HP 150 
Jerry Erickson/SMC 

Many customers have asked how to combine the  
excellent reading performance and flexibility of the  
HP 39800A (or HP 39801A) bar code reader with the 
power of the  HP 150 personal computer. Information 
on how to configure these two products is now avail- 
able. Contact the Systems Marketing Center for a 
copy of the  simple "how to" guide which includes 
both hardware configuration information and simple 
software routines. 

Bar code standards 
Claudia Devaux/BDG 

Bar code symbologies are  accurate, machine-readable 
languages for encoding numeric or alphanumeric data 
into a pattern of bars and spaces. Five symbologies 
have been widely accepted by industry and incorpo- 
rated into an increasing number of far-reaching 
industry standards. These symbologies are:  

3 of 9 Code (also known as  Code 39) 
Interleaved 2 of 5 Code 

Codabar Code 

Universal Product Code (UPC) 

European Article Numbering Code (EAN). 

HP plans to support the  five standard symbologies 
across a wide range of products. Small companies such 
as  Intermec and Computer Identics are  expected to 
push symbologies which are  not industry standard in 
order to reduce competitive pressures when selling 
their hardware. Industry standard symbologies offer 
several advantages that  you should strongly recom- 
mend to your customers unless the  special require- 
ments of the  application dictate a different symbology. 
These advantages are:  

They have been proven through their extensive use 
in a wide variety of applications 

A wide range of equipment for printing and reading 
these symbologies to choose from, both now and in 
the  future  

Lower implementation and support costs over time 
due to greater competition between equipment ven- 
dors who all support the  standard symbologies. 

HP offers products which support the use of these 
symbologies 

Compatibility can be established between in-house 
applications and the  vendor marking requirements 
being implemented by numerous industry groups, 
major corporations, and the  US Government. 

Major bar code symbologies 
3 of 9 Code (or Code 39) - the  most widely 
accepted bar code symbology for industrial applica- 
tions and for other applications which require the  
encoding of alphanumeric information. This  sym- 
bology has been incorporated into more industry 
and corporate standards than any other symbology. 
I t  is specified in the  vendor marking requirements 
issued by the  US Department of Defense, US 
General Services Administration, US Automotive 
Industry Action Group, and several major corpora- 
tions. T h e  3 of 9 code character se t  includes 26 
upper-case alphabetic characters (A-Z), 1 0  numeric 
characters (0-9), and 7 special characters (-, ., $, I, 
+, 96, SPACE). 

Interleaved 2 of 5 Code - T h e  most popular bar 
code symbology for industrial applications where 
space limitations place constraints on the  size of the  
symbol and only numeric data (0-9) needs to be 
encoded. It is, in fact, the  most compact bar code for 
encoding numeric data. Interleaved 2 of 5 code has 
been widely accepted in warehousing applications 
for use on shipping containers. 
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Codabar Code - Codabar is a numeric code which 
allows the user to encode numeric data (0-9) and 
six special symbols (-, $, :, I, ., +). This code is often 
found in library, medical and film processing 
applications. It is being replaced by the 3 of 9 code 
in many applications because the 3 of 9 code is 
roughly equivalent in the amount of space needed to 
encode data and offers alphabetic characters as well. 
Codabar is well-entrenched in blood banks due to a 
standard issued by the American Blood Commission 
in 1977. 

Universal Product Code (UPC) - UPC is the 

European Article Numbering Code (EAN) - 
EAN is the European equivalent of the Universal 
Product Code (UPC). It differs from UPC because 
an identification code for the country of origin is 
included as part of the encoded data. This code has 
expanded in use beyond Europe to Japan (the 
Japanese Article Numbering Code [JAN]), Australia 
(Australian Article Number Code [AANI), and 
other countries. Like UPC, the EAN code can be 
used to encode only numeric data (0-9) and has a 
very complex structure. 

Bar code standards 
most widely known bar code due to its extensive The table below shows where bar ,-ode standards are 
on grocery products. It can be used to encode only used. Note that the 3 of 9 code is clearly the most 
numeric data (0-9) and has a very complex struc- widely used symbology in industrial applications and 
ture. UPC is not generally considered appropriate that its use is now spreading into health care applica- 
for industrial applications because its complex tions. Use this table as a tool for convincing your 
structure makes it difficult to print accurately with customers to use a standard symbology - it is in their 
commonly used printers. Its use in the retail area is best interest as well as your own. 
expanding to include mass merchandisers, depart- 
ment stores, and other large chains. 

Bar Code Standards 

Organization 

American National Standards Institute 
Standard MH10.8M-1983 
American National Standard for Material 
Handling - Bar Code Symbols on Unit 
Loads and Transport  Packages 

US Department of Defense 
MIL-STD-1189 
Standard Symbology for Marking 
Unit Packs, Outer Containers, and 
Selected Documents 

Automotive Industry Action Group 
Specifications for Material Identification 

Health Industry Bar Code Council 
Health Industry Bar Code Standard 

Automatic Identification Manufacturers 
UCS-TCS 
Recommended Practices for 
Uniform Container SymbolIUCS 
and Transport  Case SymbolITCS 

Uniform Product Code Council 
UPC Shipping Container Symbol Specification 

Uniform Product Code Council 
Universal Product Code 

Interleaved 
3 of 9 2 of 5 Codabar UPC EAN 

International Article 
Numbering Association 
European Article Numbering Code 
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Hewlett-Packard's bar code 
readers - a summary 
Jerry Erickson and Sara Lautenbach/SMC 

Like a sleeping giant  who is just start ing to rouse, HP  
has been offering a few bar code products over the  
past few years without much fanfare or attention. 
Many of you may not even know what a terrific line of 
bar code products we now have, so  let us describe a 
few of them for you. 

HP 75D portable bar code reading system. If 
your customer's application calls for light weight, 
small size and t rue  portability in bar code reading, ge t  
together with the  75D. With the  optional bar code 
wand, the  H P  75D becomes a great  tool for taking 
inventory, recording data in the  field or making quick 
work of a service call. A t  only 26  ounces, t he  H P  75D 
is light enough to  carry anywhere, and yet it can store 
up to 24K of data (or 64K with the expansion 
module). I t  can read Code 3 of 9 ,  Interleaved 2 of 5,  
Industrial 2 of 5,  UPCIEAN, Code 11 or Codabar. It 
has a 32-character display that  can provide prompts 
for a BASIC program running on the  H P  75D, some- 
thing that  helps to get  the  right data input a t  the  right 
time. All stored data can easily be passed on to other 
systems including H P  Series 80,  Series 100,  Series 
200, H P  1000, HP  3000 and more. See your applica- 
tion notes for details. 

I 

HP 9291 1A bar code reader. If your customer 
already has H P  2622A, 2623A, 2624B, 2626AlW or 
2627A terminals or an  HP 125A personal computer, 
they can add the  benefits of bar coding by just con- 
necting an  H P  9291 1A pod. Because this pod ties in a t  

the  keyboard level, no other hardware or software 
changes need to be made to  the  customer's existing 
configuration to  allow them to  profit from the  
accuracy, reliability and ease of use of bar coding. All 
applications work the  same as  before, and the  operator 
can alternate between wand and keyboard input - 
whichever is easier and more efficient. T h e  H P  
92911A can read Code 3 of 9 and Interleaved 2 of 5 or, 
optionally, Codabar (great for blood banks and li- 
braries). If you carry an  H P  92911A and some sample 
bar code labels with you, you can demo a real bar code 
application at  your customers' sites using their HP  
262X terminal and their own software. It makes a 
great  demo. 

HP 39800A/HP 3 9 8 0 1 A  bar code reader. If 
your customer needs a compact bar code input device 
that 's  easy to  use, easy to configure, and can provide 
computer controlled feedback, show them the  H P  
39800A (feedback programmable) or the  H P  39801A 
(non-programmable). These  products from the  Bar 
Code Products Operation can read Code 3 of 9 ,  Inter- 
leaved 2 of 5,  and Industrial 2 of 5. Optionally, 
Industrial 2 of 5 can be replaced with either UPCI 
EANIJAN, Codabar, Extended Code 3 of 9 or  Code 11. 
T h e  auto-detect feature of the  terminal means that  
switches do not have to be se t  to select which bar code 
to read; the  terminal figures out which of its three 
codes it is reading. T h e  H P  39800Al39801A can be 
connected directly to a system or it can be used in 
conjunction with a terminal or PC. These  terminals 
a re  easy to demo e ~ t h e r  off-line or on-line and have 
just been reduced in price by more than 12%1. 
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HP 3 0 8 1 A  industrial workstation terminal. 
This is the compact, sealed, industrialized product to 
sell manufacturing customers for use right out there 
on the factory floor. It provides a 32-character, 
brightly lit display, large buttons with the numeric 
keypad and function keys. An A-B-C keyboard layout 
is also available with the alphanumeric keyboard. Bar 
code wands or slot readers can be added to make this a 
very special product for the factory floor. One of the 
slot readers can accept invisible bar codes printed on 
black; this is a big hit with customers who want 
security badges that cannot be photocopied. The HP 
3081A industrial workstation terminal is what is help- 
ing HP get its foot in the door at non-HP sites. It's the 
one to show for product control applications, among - - - 
others, in harsh-environments. 

HP 3075A/HP 3 0 7 6 A  data capture terminals. 
These workhorses have been around for awhile 
because successful products just tend to hang in 
there. The  desktop, or more suitably benchtop, HP 
3075A or the wall mounted HP 3076A has many 
options such as a bar code reader, LCD display, or a 
small CRT, strip printer or badge reader or mag stripe 
reader and so on. They can be used in controlled 
areas, on the shop floor, in shipping and receiving or 
warehouse applications. They work well with either 
HP 3000s or HP 1000s and offer your customer a 
great deal of flexibility. 

So there you have a quick rundown on five great bar 
code reader solutions from HP - part of the reason 
we don't need to take a back seat to any other bar code 
company. Sell your customers on the benefits of bar 
coding - it's good business for them and for HP. 

Bar code application solutions 
Jim Heeger/MPD 

Any HP application package can be a bar code solution 
for your customer. With the new HP 92915A (for use 
with the HP 150 and HP 2392A), any of the MPN 
software solutions can read bar codes. Just hook the 
bar code reader to the terminal and instantly you have 
a bar code application. Data read with the wand is dis- 
played directly on the screen as though it were typed 
in from the keyboard. No modification to the software 
is required w:hatsoever. It's as easy as that. 

Applications that are particularly appropriate for bar 
code data entry include HP Materials Management1 
3000, HP Production Managementl3000, HP Mainte- 
nance Management, and HP Quality Decision Man- 
agement11000. Customers are already reading bar 
codes with these applications today using the HP 
92911A and HP 39800Al39801A readers. The HP 
92915A extends this capability to the HP 150 and new 
HP 2932A terminals. 

In addition to bar code reading, HP Production Man- 
agementl3000 provides the capability to print bar 
codes on routing lists using HP 2563A and HP 293X 
printers. This makes data entry of work order comple- 
tions fast and error-free. 

So take this opportunity to make your application 
solutions bar code solutions. HP has the bar code 
answer in manufacturing. 

Where's the bar code software? 
Claudia Devaux/BDG 

Hewlett-Packard enjoys a favorable position in today's 
high-demand markets for bar codes by being able to 
offer bar code products from components to systems. 
We have a range of wands, readers and printers sup- 
ported on HP 3000s and HP 1000s. 

HP Production Management (PMl3000) supports bar 
code reading and printing. Other HP applications can 
accept bar code entry when a reader that is 
transparent to the system is used (see "Bar code 
application solutions" by Jim Heeger). The HP 3065 
Board Test System boasts the paperless repair re- 
porting statio'n, and IClO can use bar codes to do 
wafer lot tracking. Third party library management 
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Networ ks/Peripherals 

applications available from Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and Electric Memory, Inc., use bar code 
input as part of the circulation control function. There  
is a blood tracking system from CASI, an HP OEM, 
that  looks for bar code input. 
There  remains a great  need for bar code applications 
software. Russ Adams, editor of Bar Code News, 
writes in the MayIJune 1984 issues, "This lack of 
applications-specific software certainly is not the 
result of no demand. Most of the questions I receive 
are about bar code applications software." 

T h e  good news is that  a couple of third parties offer 
bar code support on H P  systems. One package, Striped 
Lightning, features on-line data collection and listing 
techniques on H P  3000 systems for shop floor control. 
T h e  system collects employee labor information, 
records time and attendance, records employee effi- 
ciency, shift efficiency, and departmental efficiency, 
performs material movement transactions, monitors 
employee s ta tus  and acts as a scheduling tool for fore- 
men. For further information contact Steven Trupp  of 
Peripheral Software, Inc., in Holbrook, NY, telephone 
516-467-6660. 

HP 1000 customers can find a variety of services from 
Industrial Computer Corporation (ICC), whose 
Universal Terminal Interface software package sup- 
ports H P  data collection terminals including the  HP 
3081A industrial workstation terminal. They have 
helped small companies and Fortune 500 companies 
use H P  equipment and can offer references like Union 
Camp, Wellman Industries and NCR. A t  NCR, a user 
of H P  307X terminals, software was converted to sup- 
port the  newer H P  3081A terminal. ICC plans include 
a package called CAPTURE that  will enable data col- 
lection on an  A-Series front-ended to a mainframe. 
Contact Frank Wingate a t  ICC in Atlanta, GA, 
telephone 404-396-9395. 

Bar code markets 
Claudia Devaux/BDG 

Bar codes are in high demand by all kinds of industry 
groups thanks to the  success they have enjoyed in the  
grocery industry. In 1967, CEOs of the  grocery indus- 
try met to find a way to increase productivity. This  
initiative was non-mandated, and there was no off- 
the-shelf technology. And yet by 1973 a standard bar 
code, UPC, was accepted, and by 1981 80% of the gro- 
cery items in the  US were coded. T h e  payback for the 
expensive bar code equipment used in the  super- 
market is less than one year. Bar codes aid grocers in 
inventory control, provide customer profiles, con- 
tribute to labor scheduling and furnish information on 
the consequences of shifting product locations a t  the  
store. 

Manufacturers want this same kind of control. They 
want to be able to reduce inventories, provide trace- 
ability and allocate resources. In the US, they got a lot 
of motivation from the  Department of Defense. First, 
the DOD did a study to determine the best automatic 
identification technique, and second, they notified 
2,500 US vendors that  compliance with a military 
standard known as  LOGMARS, which spells out  bar 
code specifications, would be a condition of doing 
business. 

T h e  automotive industry created a body called AIAG, 
Automotive Industry Action Group, to recommend a 
bar code standard and carry out a bar code educational 
campaign for members. Somehow 260 manufacturing 
plants and 5 8  assembly plants need to keep track of 
nearly one million parts and reduce inventory to three 
weeks. Automotive industry suppliers number around 
18,000. 

T h e  aeronautical industry needs to comply with a 
regulation requiring that  every transaction on an 
aircraft, both manufacturing and maintenance, be 
documented. 
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Process industries are also interested in tracking raw 
materials and vats of chemicals or beer, for quality 
control. And they must maintain their costly equip- 
ment by monitoring labor, parts and frequency of ser- 
vicing. One HP customer says that for every hour his 
paper mill is shut down, his company loses $265,000. 

Blood bank and library applications have been around 
for several years and are enjoying rapid growth. Now 
the health care industry in the US is aggressively 
looking for bar code solutions, and hospital groups are 
being ardently courted by our competitors in bar code 
hardware. The Health Industry Bar Code standard 
was published in March of this year. Again, we can 
thank the US government for a program called 
"prospective payments," which means that reim- 
bursement by Medicare to the health care provider 
will be made according to a predetermined, fixed rate 
based on diagnostic groups. So the health care pro- 
vider has to contain costs by tracking materials and 
linking supply usage to patients. Of 6,000 American 
hospitals, 1,000 are expected to close their doors by 
the end of the decade due to uncontrolled operating 

a costs. 

Manufacturers of health care equipment, including 
HP, will use bar codes on supplies and shipping con- - -  - 
tainers. Every bandage, eve;$ gauze pad, every 
electrocardiogram transducer, will be packaged in a 
bar coded box. 

Other spin-offs in the health care industry include 
medical records tracking. One teaching hospital, an 
HP customer, wants to be able to locate a medical 
record which could be at a nursing station, in the 
business office, in a doctor's file awaiting signature or 
on a shelf of the medical record room - within one 
minute of a patient's admission. Medications and 
laboratory work will also be tracked by bar codes. 

We understand that art objectsat the De Young 
Museum in San Francisco are tracked by bar code. 
There is even a bar code application in Australia for 
monitoring sheep (called a "baa-code" application). 
Bar codes represent the automatic identification tech- 
nique of the 1980s. 

Bar code presentation package 
available 
Annette Smith/BDG 

Are you planning a bar code pitch but lack the 
appropriate materials? You can now call the system 
sales center and borrow a 35mm bar code presentation 
package. This package reviews our various bar code 
products and includes a photo of each product as well 
as additional slides describing their features and 
applications. Please call Annette Smith at 408-725- 
81 11, ext. 3881 if you are interested in borrowing this 
pack*. 

Accessories for bar code 
products 
Michel Bart/'GPCD 

Some bar code products, such as the readers, wands, 
wand holders, and replacement tips, can be ordered by 
your customers from CSO. Also, CSO offers 
preprinted, sequentially numbered bar code labels. 
Each package contains 10,000 plasticized, dirtlliquid 
resistant labels. See pages 43-45 of the Summer '84 
Computer Users Catalog. 
Some customers may have very special label require- 
ments that vary according to the application or the 
environment. For small labels that don't take up much 
space on a printed circuit board and can withstand 
wave solder, contact Data Composition in Richmond, 
CA. They can meet special packaging and adhesive 
needs. Their phone number is 415-232-6200. Outside 
California, call1 800-227-2121. 

If customers want to know where to order badges 
with visible bar codes or invisible bar codes; or if 
customers wa.nt equipment to make their own badges, 
call Datacode Systems in Cleveland, Ohio. The number 
in Ohio is 800-272-9455; outside Ohio call 800-345- 
5300. 
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HP 2628A orders strong HP 2700 to be on GSA 
Ron Sandretti/RTD off-schedule listing 
The multi-functional capabilities of the HP 2628A Judi Sakowski/POD 
word processing terminal and lower pricing continue 
to boost sales to several times the sales rate of the HP 
2626W that it replaced. 

The HP 2628A combines HP 2622A data entry 
features, enhanced HP 2623A graphics features, and 
the HP 2626W word processing capabilities at a price 
4096 below that of the 2626W. 

In addition to multi-functionality and a pricelperfor- 
mance improvement, three other popular features 
make the 2628A a complete solution for the auto- 
mated office environment: 

standard RS-232 printer port 

six pages of alpha memory 

19.2 bps datacomm. 

Production capacity has ramped up to handle the 
strong orders and to greatly shorten availabilities. We 
are presently closing in on our goal to supply two to 
four week availability on all popular options. 

Note: The data entry personality of the HP 2628A is 
the 2622A. This means that the HP 2628A does not 
support all of the unique HP 2626A features that were 
supported on the HP 2626W when it was not in its HP 
Word personality. Presently there are no plans to dis- 
continue that 2626A. 

The HP 2700 and all associated options and accesso- 
ries will be removed from the Corporate Price List and 
GSA Schedule on August 1,1984. On that date, the 
product will be shifted to the GSA off-schedule listing 
through October 1,  1984, in order to accommodate 
government customers with long approval cycles. 

Lists of all known HP 2700 customers were dis- 
tributed to the sales offices on June 1. If you haven't 
already done so, please notify your customers of the 
discontinuance and the five-year support life. 

Also in this issue 
f-?, 

Creative bar code interface gets 
SFD/3000 order 
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Price Changes 

Computer groups price changes effective July 1,1984 
These prices, effective July 1, 1984, appear on the 1326oc Async. Multi. Comm. 

Corporate Price List on that date, available in your 13260D Bisync. Multipoint 
13260E Dir Conn Type 422 

office. Prices are US List unless otherwise noted. 13261A Device Supp. ROMs 
Orders at old prices will be honored at the factories for 13272s Mini Disc Drive 

30 days (or 60 days in the case of government quotes, 1 3 2 9 1 ~  PROM Module ( 4 ~ )  

see exception, 111. GSA) after the effective date of an 13293A Diagnostic 
13295A Keycap Kit 

increase. All quotations, either verbal or written, shall 13296A HP-IB Interface 
be made a t  the new prices upon the effective date of 
the new price list. The customer should be notified 
that his order will be honored at the lower price if it is 
received within the 30-day grace period. Price 
decreases are effective immediately and in-house 
orders shipped 5 working days prior to the announced 
decrease date will be billed at the new lower price. 

P r o d u c t  No. Descr ipt ion 
13231A Display Enhancement 
13231A Opt. 201 Math Symbol Set 
13231A Opt. 203 Large Character Set 
13232A Modem Cable 
13232B Interface Cable 
13232C Female RS-232 Cable 
13232F Connector Kit 
13232G Male RS-232 Cable 
13232H Female RS-232 Cable 
13232J Line Printer Cable 
13232K Video Printer Cable 
13232L Video Monitor Cable 
13232M European Modem Cable 
13232N Modem Cable 
13232P ModemIMultipoint Cable 
13232Q Multipoint Cable 
13232T Prw. Prot. M. Cable 
13232W HP 300 Cable 
13232X Dir Conn 232 Cable 
13232Y Emp Protect Cable 
132322 Emp Protect Cable 
132368 Tape Upgrade 
13238A Terminal Register 
13245A Character Set Gen Kit 
132508 Printer Interface 
13254A Video Output PCA 
13255A Technical Info. 
13255A Opt. 003 Listing: HP 2645A 
13255A Opt. 004 Listing: HP 2648A 
13257A Page Formatter 
13257B Graphics Res. Pac 
13257C Math Analysis Pac 
13257D Statistics Pac 
13257F Proj. Mgt. Res. Pac 
13257G Graph Pacl47 
13257H Project Pacl47 
13257L Stat Pacl47 
13257M Math Pact47 
13257N Link147 
13257P 47F File Con Kit 
13257W Word147 
13260A Std. Async. Comm. 
132608 Ext. Async. Comm. 

C u r r e n t  New 
P r i c e  P r i c e  

460 400 
120 105 
185 160 
61  54 

120 105 
61  54 
92 80  
81 6 9  
81 6 9  
81 59  
9 1 8 0  
91  8 0  

101 90 
101 90 
140 120 
145 125 
230 200 

91 80  
91 80  
86  75  
86  75 

1,900 1,655 
120 105 
390 340 
380 330 
190 165 
490 425 
120 105 
185 160 
185 160 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
225 195 
110 95 
340 295 
200 175 
435 380 

13297A Univ. 16K RAM 
13297A Opt. 003 Add 16K-Bytes 
13298A 32K PROM Module 
HP 2645A Display Station 
HP 2647F Int. Graphics Terminal 
HP 2648A Graphics Terminal 
HP 2649A Terminal 
HP 2680A Laser Page Ptr.  
HP 2680A Opt. 300 HP 30001111 SIS 
HP 2680A Opt. 301 HP 3000130 SIS 
HP 2680A Opt. 302 HP 3000133 SIS 
HP 2680A Opt. 340 S39140142 Subsys. 
HP 2680A Opt. 344 Sl44148 Subsys. 
HP 2680A Opt. 364 Sl64168 Subsys. 
26804A 2685140 Print Station 
32296A HP Pay RightIUse 
32296A+61A CAA-HP Pay 
45468A DBASE I11150 
HP 7906H 2OMb ICD 
HP 7906HR 20Mb ICD RK MT 
HP 7906M 20Mb Master 
HP 7906MR 20Mb Master Driv. 
HP 7906s 20Mb Add-on Driv. 
HP 7906SR 20Mb Add-on Driv. 
HP 7920H 50Mb ICD Disc 
HP 7920M 50Mb Master 
HP 7920s 50Mb Add-on 
82089B Recharger Euro 
92261M Ink Jet Paper 
92261N Ink Jet Paper 
HP 9816s Personal Computer 
HP 9816s Opt. 256 Del. BASIC & 256K 
98256A 256K Memory Board 
HP 9826s Desktop Computer 
98356A Opt. 100 HP-Designlink 
98356A Opt. 200 HP-Designlink 
98356A Opt. 900 HP-Designlink 
98356M RTR Designlink 
98356R RTR HP-Designlink 
HP 9836CS Color Computer System 
HP 9836CT Opt. 012 Single-User System 
HP 9836CT Opt. 022 Multi-User System 
HP 9836s Desktop Computer 
HP 9836T Opt. 012 Single-User System 
HP 9836T Opt. 022 Multi-User System 
98615R R-T-R Pascal 
HP 9920s Model 20 Dev. Sys. 
HP 9920T Opt. 012 Single-User Sys. 
HP 9920T Opt. 022 Multi-User Sys. 
98150B Program Dev. Kit 
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